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Synecdoche and Metonymy

In the land of McDonald ruled by one King Burger was a tyrant in every way to his [People] Synecdoche

King Burger made enemies with anyone who approached him, leading to the land of McDonald having many

enemies. When King Burger threatened the land of Fried Chicken's ruler Duke Kentucky by saying, "I intend to

be ruler of the entire planet known as Food Fast, no [Government] Metonymy may impede my rule or

they will be met with my [Sword] Synecdoche ". Duke Kentucky was frightened to bits, but he was aware

that King Burger was out of his right mind, so he instead favored fighting King Burger to keep his land.

However, Duke Kentucky knew that his little kingdom of Fried Chicken was teeny-tiny in comparison to

McDonald, so he called upon his allies, the kingdoms of Bell Taco, White Castle, and Kreme Krispy. In a

rallying speech Duke Kentucky told his troops, "We must fight with not just [Force] Metonymy , but

also with the intention of winning back our [Freedom] Metonymy and protecting our [Country]

Synecdoche ". With troops filled with patriotic fervor, the four kingdoms marched toward the capital of

McDonald, Big Mac, and attacked Castle McFlurry. King Burger woke from his daily nap when he heard

banging on his door, he looked over and saw the door burst open with the four kingdom leaders entering to

confront King Burger. Duke Kentucky eagerly exclaimed, "We have come as representatives of the [Law]

Metonymy to arrest you for your acts and behavior. The four kingdoms desire for you to be removed

from your position as the [King] Synecdoche , if you retaliate against us there will be severe punishment".

King Burger sat stunned looking upon the intruders, he put up no resistance when he was grabbed by the

kingdom guards and escorted out of his room. Throughout Food Fast celebrations commenced for a new day

without



the rule of King Burger, people filled the streets to rejoice the new world. Food Fast after the incident became a

place where people could live in peace and happiness forever and ever.
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